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Architecture Design 
and Benefits of a 
Native Salesforce Application 

Benefits of a Native
Salesforce Application

Built entirely on the Salesforce platform

Store and process data within Salesforce

Don't require API calls to function

Always up and running when Salesforce is

Built exclusively for Salesforce

About Us
S-Docs is the ONLY 100% Native Document Generation & E-Signature solution for
Salesforce users available on the Salesforce AppExchange. We work with clients
across the globe with a multitude of use-cases. Learn more at www.sdocs.com.

Contact Us at Sales@sdocs.com or by phone (800) 519-3627

Non-Native Salesforce App

Native Apps are created using
Salesforce APEX, Visualforce, and

custom objects

Built on the Lightning Platform, native
apps use Salesforce's customization

capabilities, so they're designed to be
intuitive and simple to implement.

Leverage external clouds like AWS or Azure

Process and store your data outside Salesforce

API calls required to interface with Salesforce

Uptime is dependent on external clouds

Can be used outside of Salesforce

Zero Reliance on External APIs

Native apps may extend the Salesforce
API, but they don't require external APIs
to interface with Salesforce. This allows
you to free up your API call limits even

further.

Everything is 100% generated,
delivered, and stored on 

Salesforce servers 

Which means native apps never
require your data to leave

Salesforce, ever.

Native Apps 
are built entirely on the

Salesforce Platform 

SPEED SECURITY

(variable : [inline_soql_query])

RELIABILITYEASE OF USE

No network traffic between clouds

Minimal API calls

All code is housed within Salesforce

Automatically compliant with
Salesforce's security policies

Your data NEVER leaves Salesforce

Conforms to existing security
settings and sharing rules

Mirror the look and feel of Salesforce

Shorter implementation timeline

Virtually no integration

Relies on Salesforce's servers: If
Salesforce is up, so is your native app

Future-compatible with Salesforce
updates

Complies with strict government
data residency requirements
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